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We are pleased to release the eighth issue of a monthly
Chinese Buddhist Canon Research Newsletter in October 2021. The purpose
of this newsletter is to present academic information about the research,
collation, collection, and digitalization of Chinese Buddhist canons and
scriptures. The opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the original
authors and publishers, and do not necessarily reflect those of the Center
for Buddhist Studies, the editors, the editorial board, or the organization to
which the authors are affiliated. If you have questions concerning these
opinions, please contact the original authors and their publishers. 

This newsletter will be a professional information exchange platform for the
study of Chinese Buddhist canons. Its content will include the following: 
 

Publication information, including books, essays, reviews, dissertations,
etc.
Conference information
Scholar information introducing scholars’ achievements, exchange of
ideas, suggestions, and proposals
Research projects, such as project proposals, project introductions, etc.
Current canon collections in World Libraries and Museums
New findings of the scholarship on the Chinese Buddhist canon and
related literature in public and private collections and auctions

  
Because of the different setups in your email clients, the fonts, images, and
layouts in this newsletter may look different. We suggest you click the link "View
this email in your browser" on the top of this message to access the HTML
version. As we prepare this newsletter, our community is facing unprecedented
challenges. We are grateful that you have continued to support
our research Center during the pandemic. If you are willing to support the
Chinese Buddhist canon research or sponsor the publication of this newsletter,
please consider DONATING NOW.   

To our friends near and far, we hope that you stay safe and healthy in 2021 and
that the Buddhist teachings and resources we share can bring some measure
of comfort. If you have any suggestions or would like to contribute information,
please email us at buddhist-studies@email.arizona.edu. 

If you would like to receive monthly emails on this topic, please sign up for our
email list at http://eepurl.com/gb2yaD and select the group
"Chinese Buddhist Canon Research Newsletter."  For those who have already
signed up for our email list, please update your preferences to include
"Chinese Buddhist Canon Research Newsletter."  

Starting from issue 6, we add a new section to the Newsletter, "Research Notes
(zangjing jingyanlu 藏經經眼錄)," which aims to collect scholars' research notes
on Chinese Buddhist canons. From now on, we will welcome submissions of
research notes to our Newsletters. Scholars who are interested, please email
Dr. Zhouyuan Li at zhouyuan.li@dila.edu.tw. 

For previous issues of Buddhist Canon Research Newsletter, please see: Link. 

Forward to a friend 
  
Jiang Wu, Darui Long, Zhouyuan Li and Youteng Bi 
 

I  Books and Research Papers

1. Sugimoto, Kazuki 杉本一樹. "Shōgozō no koshakyō to Shōsōin monjō 聖語蔵の古
写経と正倉院文書” (The Shōgozō Sutras and the Shōsō-in Documents)，Journal of
the Research Institute for Old Japanese Manuscripts of Buddhist Scriptures 日本古写
経研究所研究紀要, no. 6 (2021): 1-13.  More 

2. Guan, Zhongyue 管仲樂. "Sengsu jingzang beiban: Liaoke Fangshan Shijing
shujing huodong de bianju 僧俗•經藏•碑板:遼刻房山石經書經活動的變局" (Monks,
Laity, Scriptures, and Slabs: Changes of Sutra Copying of the Fangshan Stone Sutra
in the Liao Dynasty), Beifang luncong 北方論叢 (The Northern Forum), no.2
(2020):122-130.  More

3. Li, Naiqi 李乃琦. "Issaikyō ongi ni yoru kyūtei shakyō no yōji nitsuite no kisoteki
kenkyū一切経音義による宮廷写経の用字についての基礎的研究" (A Fundamental
Study of Glyphs from the Buddhist Scriptures Written at the Early Tang Imperial
Court and Xuanyingyinyi), Journal of the International College for Postgraduate
Buddhist Studies 国際仏教学大学院大学研究紀要, no. 24 (2020):86-122.   More

4. Qi, Xin 齊心, and Yiwu Yang 楊亦武. "Beijing Fangshan Yunjusi Liao Jin kejing
kaoshu 北京房山雲居寺遼金刻經考述" (A Study on Liao and Jin Sutra Carving in
Yunju Temple, Fangahan, Beijing), Liao Jin lishi yu kaogu 遼金歷史與考古 (History &
Archaeology in Liao and Jin Dynasties), Vol.10, 20-29, Beijing: Kexue chubanshe,
2019.   More

5.  Guan, Zhongyue 管仲樂. "Jiyi xueyuan xinyang: Fangshan shijing wenxian
suojian Liaodai youzhou shike kegong jiazu 技藝、血緣、信仰：房山石經文獻所見遼
代幽州石刻刻工家族" (Techniques, Blood-ties, and Faith: the Family of Stone Carvers
in Youzhou, Liao Dynasty, as Seen in Fangshan Rock-cut Canon), Nanjing
yishuxueyuan xuebao 南京藝術學院學報(美術與設計) (Journal of Nanjing Arts
Institute: Fine Arts & Design ), no.5(2019): 20-25.  More

6. Li, Xi 李兮. "Tangdai nixiu zhaigong chutan—yi Fangshan Shijing tiji shiliao wei
qierudian 唐代逆修齋供初探——以房山石經題記史料爲切入點" (A Preliminary
Exploration of the Tang Dynasty’s Buddhist Fasting for Premortem Death Rituals: An
Approach Based on the Colophons of Fangshan Rock-cut Canon), Wenshi 文史
(Journal of Literature and History), no.3(2019): 93-111.   More

7. Jiang, Xinyue 姜欣玥. "Fangshan Shijing tiji suojian youzhou jiedushi fu bingmashi
房山石經題記所見幽州節度使府兵馬使" (Regional Commanders of Youzhou Military
Commissioner’s Office as Recorded in the Inscriptions of Fangshan Rock-
cut Canon), Handan xueyuan xuebao 邯鄲學院學報 29, no.1 (2019): 104-110.  More

8. Zhang, Qiusheng 張秋升, and Xinyue Jiang 姜欣玥. "Fangshan Shijing tiji suojian
youzhou lulong jiedushifu junjiang—yi yaya he yuhou wei zhongxin 房山石經題記所
見幽州盧龍節度使府軍將——以押牙和虞候為中心" (The Generals of the Youzhou
Lulong Military Commissioners' Office as Recorded in the Inscriptions of Fangshan
Rock-cut Canon-Centered on Lackey and Commander), Liaocheng daxue xuebao 聊
城大學學報(社會科學版) (Journal of Liaocheng University: Social Sciences Edition),
no.2(2019): 8-15.   More

9. Jia, Yanhong 賈豔紅. "Fangshan Shijing tiji zhong Tangdai sheyi shouling de jige
wenti 房山石經題記中唐代社邑首領的幾個問題" (Problems with the Sheyi
Organization leaders in the Tang Dynasty Found in the Inscriptions of Fangshan
Rock-cut Canon), Zhongnan daxue xuebao 中南大學學報(社會科學版) (Journal of
Central South University: Social Science), no.2(2019):164-170.   More

10. Wang, Xue 王雪. "Dōsen sen shūkokonbutsudōronkō no nihonkoshakyōhon:
kaidai to honkoku 道宣撰<集古今仏道論衡>の日本古写経本 ―解題と翻刻―" (On the
Old Buddhist Manuscripts in Japan of the Ji Gujin Fodao Lunheng by Daoxuan-
Annotation and Reprint), Sengokuyama Journal of Buddhist Studies 仙石山仏教学論
集, no. 11 (2019): 130-222.   More

11. Wang, Xue 王雪. "Dōsen sen shūkokonbutsudōronkō no nihonkoshakyōhon
nitsuite 道宣撰<集古今仏道論衡>の日本古写経本について" (On the Old Buddhist
Manuscripts in Japan of the Ji Gujin Fodao Lunheng by Daoxuan), Journal of Indian
and Buddhist Studies 印度学仏教学研究 68, no.1(2019): 194-197.  More

12. Miyazaki, Tensho 宮崎展昌. "Jikuhōgo yaku huchō sanmaikyō no nihonkoshakyō
sanshu to hanpon daizōkyō shohon no kankei nitsuite 竺法護訳〈普超三昧経〉の日
本古写経三種と版本大蔵経諸本の関係について" (The Relations Among the Three
Kinds of the Old Buddhist Manuscripts in the Japanese Collection and Woodblock
Print Canons: With Reference to the Puchao Sanmei Jing), Nihon koshakyō kenkyūjo
kenkyū kiyō (Journal of the Research Institute for Old Japanese Manuscripts of
Buddhist Scriptures), no.4 (2019):37-67.  More

13. Keyworth, George A. "The Other Great ChineseTrepiṭaka [sic.] in Japan: Faxian
as Translator and Pilgrim in Medieval Japanese Manuscript Canons," Hualin
International Journal of Buddhist Studies 2, no.1 (2019):95-132.  More

14. Shakya, Miroj. "The Digital Sanskrit Buddhist Canon Project: Problems and
Possibilities". Digital Humanities and Buddhism Volume 1, edited by Daniel
Veidlinger, 111-126, Berlin and Boston: De Gruyter, 2019.   More

15. Lee, John, and Tak-sum Wong. "Conversational Network in the Chinese Buddhist
Canon," Open Linguistics 2, no.1(2016): 427-436.   More

II  Current Canon Collections in World
Libraries, Museums, and Temples

Yongle Northern Canon Preserved in Wofo
Temple, Zhangye City, Gansu Province 

 
      The Ganzhouqu Museum of Zhangye 張掖 City, Gansu Province, has
preserved an edition of Yongle Northern Canon. In the tenth year of the
Zhengtong 正統 era (1445), Zhu Qizhen 朱祁鎮, Emperor Yingzong of Ming
(r.1436-1449, and 1457-1464), bestowed a set of this edition of the Buddhist
canon to the Wofo Temple 臥佛寺. It contains a total of 636 han 函(cases),
1,621 titles, and 6,361 volumes of scriptures. Catalogued with A Thousand
Character Reader ranging from "Tian 天" to "Shi 石," the canon was enclosed in
ten large scripture cabinets made in the Ming dynasty and is now classified as
a First Grade Cultural Relic in good condition. 
  
       For more details, see: Tao, Qi 陶琦. "Mingyingzong banci Ganzhou Wofosi
Yongle beizang yuanyin couyi 明英宗頒賜甘州臥佛寺《永樂北藏》原因芻議" (A
Comment on Why the Imperial Court Granted A Set of Yongle Northern Canon
to Wofo Temple in Ganzhou), Zhongguo minzu bolan 中國民族博覽 (China
National Exhibition), no.8 (2020):222-223. Link

III  Auctions

China Guardian Spring Auction 2021

      On May 14th, the China Guardian Spring Auction 2021 launched the "Rare
Books and Rubbings Books" section, with many items of interest including
Buddhist scriptures of various periods. 

The main auction items were： 

（1）The Diamond Sutra with golden powder hand-copied with the wish of
Miss Rong, Concubine of Emperor Shenzong (r. 1573-1620)

      In the thirteenth year of the Wanli 萬曆 Era (1585), Concubine Rong of
Emperor Shenzong of Ming vowed to make a hand-copy of the Diamond Sutra
with golden powder. The scripture, with front cover decorated with brocade,
was designed in sutra-binding format and written with golden powder on the
most delicate “yang nao jian,” a kind indigo paper. The text prayer reads: "In the
thirteenth year of the Wanli Era (1585), on the auspicious day of the twelfth
month of the Yi-You 乙酉 year, I, Concubine Rong, prostrate." In addition, the
dragon tablet reads, “Wishes to the consolidation of the royal domain. Wishes
to the long-lasting prosperity of state governing. May the Buddha sun which
drives away the darkness of ignorance be honored. May the Dharma Wheel
turn perpetually.” This is a rare treasure from the imperial manuscripts of
Buddhist scripture written in golden powder in the Ming dynasty (1368-1644).  

For more details, please see this link.

 (2) Hand copy of Volume 24 of Dazhi du lun 大智度論
(Mahāprajñāparāmitāśātra), from the Northern and Southern Dynasties (420-
589), previously owned by Luo Zhenyu 羅振玉 (1866-1940), with the date of the
fourth year of the Qianning 乾寧 (897) Era of Tang written on the back. 
  
      The front side of the paper shows that it is Volume 24 of Dazhi du lun 大智
度論 (Mahāprajñāparāmitā śātra), written in the period of the Northern and
Southern Dynasties. The backside of the paper has a colophon dating from the
fourth year of the Qianning 乾寧 (897) Era of Tang. The manuscript was
previously owned by Luo Zhenyu, the first scholar in China to do research on
the almanac in the Dunhuang manuscripts of almanac found in Dunhuang. He
wrote a preface and a postscript for the three Dunhuang manuscripts of
almanac for his collection and included them in Dunhuang shishi suijin 敦煌石
室碎金 (Precious Fragments from the Dunhuang Cave). The third article that
Luo Zhenyu wrote on the Dunhuang almanac was dated with the words
"summer of Jiazi year"(1924) as was written for this manuscript that Guardian is
auctioning this season. 

For more details, please see this link.

IV Translation of Buddhist Scriptures

Jérôme Ducor, Trans. Tanluan: Commentaire au Traité de la naissance dans la
Terre Pure de Vasubandhu 曇鸞:往生論註 (Tanluan: Commentary on
Vasubandhu’s Treatise on Birth in the Pure Land), Bibliothèque chinoise 漢文法
譯書庫 vol. 31, Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 2021. More

The Publication of the French Version of Tanluan’s
Wangshenglun zhu Translated by Jérôme Ducor

  
     Wangshenglun zhu 往生論注 (Commentary on Vasubandhu’s Treatise on
Birth in the Pure Land) by Tanluan 曇鸞 is the very first Chinese monograph
that addresses the Pure Land tradition, a tradition that was typical of Mahāyāna
Buddhism dedicated to rebirth in the Buddha-field Sukhāvatī ("Land of Bliss"). 
  
     The originality of Tanluan’s work resulted from living in a time when the
major Buddhist classics had already been translated, but the teachings of
various Buddhist sects had not yet been developed. Tanluan did not claim to be
of any particular lineage. This independence allowed him to create a bold
interpretation of the Pure Land teaching and practice. Tanluan's approach
predated Chan Buddhism. Tanluan asserted that anyone, including the worst
criminals, could obtain nirvāna without renouncing passions. 
  
     What was also unique about Tanluan lay in his ability to develop an
interpretation of the Buddhist tradition while appealing to the Chinese believers
with multiple allusions to indigenous Chinese culture and Chinese classics. 
  
     After his death, however, Tanluan was quickly forgotten. It is probably
because his mastery of Daoist medicine had prevailed over his reputation as a
Buddhist master. But his Commentary would be rediscovered seven centuries
later in Japan. The Japanese Pure Land Sect revered Tanluan as the founding
master, reflecting his high status in Japanese Buddhism.

V  Scholar News

Obituary Notice of Professor Bai Huawen 

Darui Long 龍達瑞

     We regret to report that Professor Bai Huawen 白化文 (1930-2021) passed
away in July. He was a well-known scholar in the studies of Dunhuang,
Buddhist literature and catalogues. He was one of the editors of the Grand
Dictionary of Dunhuang Studies. For a long time, he was a member of the
editorial committee of Wenshi zhishi 文史知識 published by Zhonghua shuju,
and a member of the editorial committee of Dunhuang xue jikan 敦煌學輯刊
published by Lanzhou University. His main works include Fojiao tushu fenlei fa
佛教圖書分類法 (How to classify Buddhist works), Hanhua fojiao yu fosi 漢化佛
教與佛寺 (Sinicized Buddhism and temples), Dunhuang wenwu mulu daolun 敦
煌文物目錄導論 (Introduction to the catalogues of Dunhuang manuscripts and
artifacts), and Dunhuang xue yu fojiao zagao 敦煌學與佛教雜稿 (Studies on
Dunhuang manuscripts and Buddhism). In 2000, as a member of the committee
for reprinting Yongle Northern Canon, he and his colleagues in the committee
made painstaking efforts day and night. Mr. Bai Huawen made great
contributions to rescuing the Buddhist cultural heritage with his expertise
knowledge. 
     Mr. Bai had profound knowledge of Buddhist literature, temples, art,
catalogues of Dunhuang manuscripts and transformation texts of Dunhuang,
catalogues of classical Chinese literature and particularly catalogues of
Buddhist literature. He taught courses in the Department of Library Science at
Peking University for decades and trained many young scholars of bibliography. 

Obituary Notice by Peking University: Link.

VI  Research Notes

Yongle Northern Canon Preserved in Xiaoxitian Monastery,
Xixian, Shanxi Province 

 
Jin Wang 王進 

 
     Xiaoxitian Monastery, Xixian County 隰縣小西天, Shanxi Province was built
in the second year of Emperor Chongzhen 崇禎 (1629). The original name of
the temple was Qian Fo An 千佛庵.  Monk Daoliang 道亮, a native of Hebei
Province, who was a monk at the Huochang Temple火場寺, Mt. Wutai, took
responsibility for fund-raising for the building of the temple. A set of Yongle
Northern Canon is preserved in the temple. The canon was originally kept in
the Shengjing Temple 聖境寺, a magnificently spacious temple in the area.  
  
     This particular Yongle Northern Canon was printed in the twenty-sixth year
of Emperor Wanli (1598). The main section has 636 han 函(cases), with 41 han
of supplementary section, plus one han with five volumes of catalogue, totaling
678 han, with 6776 volumes. Only 43 volumes are missing. It is comparatively
comprehensive. 
  
     Many colophons are found in the volumes of the canon. These colophons
provide us with useful information on those who donated money for fundraising.
Therefore, they recorded how later people read and sunned the Buddhist
canon. 
  
     This set of the Buddhist canon was obtained from the imperial court with the
collection of money raised by officials, monks and common folks in Xixian
County.  It is unknown whether those people were officials or monks. The
colophons show no information on them. Only a small number of the frames for
colophon inscriptions were left for donors to write their names.  Most of the
colophons were written between the phonetic annotations and the frame for
inscriptions, between phonetic annotations and texts, or behind the image of
the Guardian Weituo.  
  
     Due to differences in the time of printing and distribution, this set is of unique
value in research about Chinese Buddhist canons.

 

Image 1. Frame for inscriptions of donors 
 

Image 2. An empty frame for inscriptions of donors 
 

Image 3. Frame for “made by imperial order”

Image 4. The position of inscription text

Image 5. Between sutra and phonetic interpretation

Image 6. Tianyi imperial edict of the emperor

Image 7. the silk cover of scriptures

Image 8. Inscription of donors
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